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Abstrat
We evaluate the impat of heavy-quark masses on transverse momentum (qT ) distributions ofW ,
Z, and supersymmetri neutral Higgs bosons at the Tevatron and LHC. The masses of harm and
bottom quarks at as non-negligible momentum sales at small qT and aet resummation of soft and
ollinear radiation. We point out inonsistenies in the treatment of heavy-avor hannels at small
qT in massless and xed-avor number fatorization shemes, and formulate small-qT resummation
in a general-mass variable avor number fatorization sheme. The improved treatment of the
quark mass dependene leads to non-negligible eets in preision measurements of the W boson
mass at the LHC and may ause observable modiations in prodution of Higgs bosons and other
partiles in heavy-quark sattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Key eletroweak observables of the standard model (SM), suh as the mass and width
of W bosons, will be measured with high preision in prodution of W± and Z0 bosons in
hadron ollisions at the Fermilab (Tevatron) and Large Hadron Collider at CERN (LHC).
The unertainty in the W boson mass MW will be redued to 30-40 MeV per experiment in
the Tevatron Run-2 and to about 15 MeV at the LHC [1, 2℄. At this level of auray, the
theory framework must inorporate eets were dismissed in less preise analyses.
One suh feature is the dependene on masses of quarks, whih is frequently negleted
in hard-sattering reations. While the massless approximation is learly appropriate in
hannels involving only light quarks (u, d, and perhaps s), it may be less adequate when
heavy quarks (c and b) are involved, partiularly when the ross setion depends on a small
momentum sale lose to the mass mQ of the heavy quark. The distributions of heavy
eletroweak bosons over their transverse momenta qT may be sensitive to the masses of c
and b quarks, given that the transverse momenta of most bosons (of order, or less than a
few GeV) are omparable to mQ. The impat of the quark masses on the qT distributions of
bosons with invariant masses Q ≥MW is suppressed by properties of soft parton radiation,
as demonstrated below. Nonetheless, the quark mass eets are relevant in high-preision
studies, suh as the measurement of MW , or in reations dominated by sattering of heavy
quarks (partiularly bottom quarks), suh as Higgs boson prodution in bb¯ annihilation.
In the present paper, we quantify the eets of the heavy-quark masses on qT distributions
in Drell-Yan prodution of W±, Z0, and Higgs bosons. We evaluate the assoiated impat
on the W boson mass measurement and demonstrate the importane of the quark-mass
orretions in the proesses initiated by bottom quarks, like bb¯→ Higgs. This latter hannel
an have a large ross setion in supersymmetri extensions of the standard model [3, 4, 5℄.
The desription of the heavy-quark sattering is omplex beause of the presene of the
heavy-quark mass sale mQ, in addition to the boson's transverse momentum qT and its vir-
tuality Q. Two popular fatorization shemes (xed-avor number (FFN) sheme [6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11℄ and zero-mass variable avor number (ZM-VFN) sheme) were applied reently to
alulate various observables in the b-quark hannels [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄. How-
ever, neither of the two shemes is entirely onsistent when desribing logarithmi orretions
in proesses like bb¯→ H in the small-qT region. When qT is muh smaller thanQ, the alula-
2
tion of the qT distribution in perturbative quantum hromodynamis (PQCD) must evaluate
an all-order sum of large logarithms ln(q2T/Q
2), arising as a onsequene of the reoil of the
eletroweak bosons against unobserved hadrons of relatively low energy or transverse momen-
tum (soft and ollinear hadrons). The resummation of Drell-Yan qT distributions for massless
initial-state quarks has been developed in a variety of forms [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. In
the present paper we use the Collins-Soper-Sterman formalism (CSS) [24℄, whih exellently
desribes the available qT data from xed-target Drell-Yan experiments and Z
0
boson pro-
dution at the Tevatron. When applied to heavy-quark sattering, small-qT resummation
indispensably involves logarithms depending on both the transverse momentum, ln(q2T/Q
2),
and heavy-quark mass, ln(µ2F/m
2
Q). To orretly treat both types of large ontributions,
Ref. [28℄ extended the CSS formalism to a general-mass variable avor number (GM-VFN)
sheme [29℄. The extended resummation formalism was then applied to desribe heavy-avor
prodution in deep inelasti sattering (DIS). We review the qT resummation formalism for
heavy quarks in Setion II.
The present study was motivated by the results of Ref. [28℄, where the orret treatment
of the heavy-quark masses was found to substantially hange the dierential ross setions
for heavy quark prodution in DIS at small qT ≈ mQ. In Setion III, we extend that study to
examine the heavy-avor eets on qT distributions of W
±
, Z0, and Higgs bosons produed
at the Tevatron and LHC. To get a rst idea about the magnitude of the mass eets, we
onsider frational ontributions of reation hannels with initial-state c and b quarks to the
entire prodution rate (see Table I). At the Tevatron, the heavy-quark hannels ontribute
only 8% (3%) of the inlusive ross setion in W± (Z0) boson prodution, and onsequently
the quark masses an be usually negleted. At the LHC, the heavy-quark hannels add up
to 22% in W+ and 31% in W− boson prodution. Modiations aused by the heavy-quark
masses at the LHC are omparable to the other unertainties and must be onsidered in
preision measurements of MW . We then turn to Higgs boson prodution in the bb¯ → H
hannel. We show that the nonzero mass of the bottom quark substantially modies the
small-qT Higgs distribution. Furthermore, we note that other proesses with initial-state
heavy quarks, like bg → Z0b, H−t, H+t¯, H0b, et. will be aeted by the heavy-quark
masses in a similar way. We summarize the results of this study in Setion IV.
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II. TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM RESUMMATION FOR MASSIVE QUARKS
A. General form of the resummed form fator
In this setion, we dene the essential elements for the transverse momentum resum-
mation in the presene of massive quarks. The resummed dierential ross setion for the
inlusive prodution of heavy eletroweak bosons in sattering of initial-state hadrons A and
B takes the form [24℄
dσ
dQ2dydq2T
=
∫ ∞
0
bdb
2π
J0(qT b) W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) + Y (qT , Q, y, {mQ}), (1)
where y = (1/2) ln [(E + pz)/(E − pz)] is the rapidity of the vetor boson, xA,B ≡ Qe±y/
√
S
are the Born-level partoni momentum frations, S is the square of the enter-of-mass energy
of the ollider, and J0(qT b) is the Bessel funtion. The integral is the Fourier-Bessel transform
of a form fator W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mq}) in impat parameter (b) spae, whih ontains the
all-order sum of the logarithms αns ln
m(q2T/Q
2). The b-spae form fator is given by
W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) = π
S
∑
j,k
σ
(0)
jk e
−S(b,Q,{mQ}) P j/A(xA, b, {mQ}) Pk/B(xB, b, {mQ}), (2)
where the summation is performed over the relevant parton avors j and k. Here, σ
(0)
jk is the
produt of the Born-level prefators, e−S(b,Q,{mQ}) is an exponential of the Sudakov integral
S(b, Q, {mQ}) ≡
∫ Q2
b2
0
/b2
dµ¯2
µ¯2
[
A(αs(µ¯), {mQ}) ln
(Q2
µ¯2
)
+ B(αs(µ¯), {mQ})
]
, (3)
and P j/A(x, b, {mQ}) are the b-dependent parton distributions. The onstant fator b0 ≡
2e−γE ≈ 1.123 appears in several plaes when a momentum sale is onstruted from the
impat parameter, as in the lower limit b20/b
2
of integration in Eq. (3). The Sudakov expo-
nential and b-dependent parton densities resum ontributions from soft and ollinear multi-
parton radiation, respetively. In the perturbative region (b2 ≪ Λ−2QCD), the distributions
Pj/A(x, b, {mQ}) fatorize as
Pj/A(x, b, {mQ})
∣∣
b2≪Λ−2
QCD
=
∑
a=g,u,d,...
∫ 1
x
dξ
ξ
Cj/a(x/ξ, b, {mQ}, µF ) fa/A(ξ, µF )
≡ (Cj/a ⊗ fa/A) (x, b, {mQ}, µF ) (4)
into a sum of onvolutions of the Wilson oeient funtions Cj/a(x, b, {mQ}, µF ) and kT -
integrated parton distributions fa/A(ξ, µF ). Note that the initial state A an be a hadron as
well as a parton, in whih ase we denote the partoni initial state as A′.
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If quark masses {mQ} are negleted in the oeient funtion Cj/a(x, b, {mQ}, µF ), it
depends on b and µF only through the logarithm ln(µF b/b0):
lim
{bmQ}→{0}
Cj/a(x, b, {mQ}, µF ) = Cj/a(x, ln bµF
b0
). (5)
For this reason, we set the fatorization sale µF equal to b0/b to prevent the large logarithms
ln(µF b/b0) from appearing in Cj/a in the limit b→ 0.
Y (qT , Q, y, {mQ}) in Eq. (1) is the regular part, dened as the dierene of the xed-order
ross setion and the expansion of the Fourier-Bessel integral to the same order of αs; it
dominates at qT ∼ Q and is small at qT → 0. The regular piee Y and the dominant ontri-
butions in W˜ an be alulated in PQCD, if Q is suiently large. A small nonperturbative
omponent in W˜ ontributing at qT less than a few GeV an be approximated within one
of the available models. Our spei hoie of the nonperturbative model is desribed in
Setion IIC.
B. Extension to the ase of massive quarks
Eqs. (1) and (2) indiate that W˜ and Y may expliitly depend on the masses of heavy
quarks {mQ}, with Q = c, b, and t. Masses of the light u, d, and s quarks (mu,d,s <∼
ΛQCD) are negleted by denition in hard-sattering ontributions and impliitly retained
in the nonperturbative funtions, i.e., parton densities fa/A(x, µF ) and power orretions
to W˜ at large impat parameters b > 1 GeV−1. Indeed, the nonperturbative dynamis
desribed by fa/A(x, µF ) and power orretions does depend on the light-quark masses, but
this dependene is not separated expliitly from the other nonperturbative eets.
In ontrast to the masses of u, d, and s quarks, masses of the heavy quarks must be
retained in the hard-sattering terms in some ases. Several viable options exist for the
treatment of {mQ}, depending on the energy and avor omposition of the sattering rea-
tion. In two ommon approahes, the heavy quark ontributions to the PDF's fa/A(x, µF )
and other resummed funtions are either negleted or, alternatively, treated on the same
footing as ontributions from the light quarks (u, d, and s) above the respetive heavy-quark
mass thresholds, often plaed, for onveniene, at µF = mQ. These hoies orrespond
to the FFN and ZM-VFN fatorization shemes, respetively. The FFN sheme optimally
organizes the perturbative QCD series at energies of order of the heavy-quark mass mQ.
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The ZM-VFN sheme is the best hoie for inlusive (depending on one momentum sale)
distributions at energies muh larger than mQ. It ommonly utilizes dimensional regular-
ization to expose ollinear singularities of massless partoni matrix elements as 1/ǫp poles
in n = 4− 2ǫ dimensions.
Neither of the two shemes is entirely satisfatory when applied to dierential distribu-
tions depending on two or more momentum sales of distint magnitudes, as is the ase of
small-qT resummation at large Q. At suiently large
√
S, the heavy-avor quarks are opi-
ously produed by quasi-ollinear splittings of gluons along the diretions of the initial-state
hadrons. Suh ollinear ontributions must be resummed at Q≫ mQ in the parton density
fQ/A(x, µF ) for the heavy quarks Q, so that a VFN fatorization sheme is needed. If all
sales (inluding qT ) are of order Q, the heavy-quark mass mQ ≪ qT ∼ Q an be negleted
in the hard-sattering matrix elements, reduing the result to the ZM-VFN sheme. But
mQ annot be omitted at small qT (mQ ∼ qT ≪ Q), where it is not small ompared to the
momentum of the soft and ollinear radiation.
In b-spae, the form fator W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) is not well-dened in the ZM-VFN
sheme in the heavy-quark hannels at impat parameters b > b0/mQ, orresponding to
fatorization sales µF below the heavy-quark mass threshold, µF = b0/b < mQ. For harm
quarks with mass mc = 1.3 GeV and bottom quarks with mass mb = 4.5 GeV, the ZM-VFN
form fator W˜ is not well-dened at b > 0.86 and 0.25 GeV−1, respetively. The problem
lies with the heavy-quark Wilson oeient funtion CQ/a(x, b,mQ, µF ), whih is derived by
using the fatorization relation of Eq. (4) with the densities PQ/A′(x, b,mQ) and fa/A′(x, µF )
of heavy quarks in partoni initial states A′ = q,Q, g. At µF below the threshold, the kT -
integrated heavy-quark density fQ/A′(x, µF ) is set identially equal to zero, in aordane
with the denition of fQ/A′(x, µF ) in the ZM-VFN sheme. Consequently the ollinear poles
1/ǫ arising in the alulation of the b-dependent density PQ/A′(x, b) for massless splittings
Q ← A′ in n 6= 4 dimensions annot be aneled by fa/A′(x, µF ) at suh µF . Eq. (4) then
implies that the Wilson oeient funtion CQ/a(x, b,mQ, µF ) may be also innite (ontain
the 1/ǫ poles) below the heavy-quark threshold. The innity arises beause the ZM-VFN
sheme inorretly neglets the heavy-quark mass mQ at energies µF = b0/b of order or less
than mQ. The solution to this problem is to retain the dependene on mQ at b & b0/mQ,
whih an be realized by formulating the CSS resummation in the GM-VFN fatorization
sheme.
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The GM-VFN sheme [29℄ onsistently implements the heavy-quark masses at all energy
sales µF , and it reprodues the FFN and ZM-VFN shemes in the limits µF . mQ and
µF ≫ mQ, respetively. Several versions of the GM-VFN sheme have been developed in the
past years [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38℄. A general proedure for the implementation of
the GM-VFN sheme in qT resummation was outlined in Ref. [28℄, where an appliation of
the CSS resummation in the simplied Aivazis-Collins-Olness-Tung (S-ACOT) fatorization
sheme [29, 37℄ was presented for prodution of heavy quarks at HERA.
The S-ACOT sheme is a variant of the GM-VFN sheme, whih simplies omputations
by negleting the heavy-quark masses in hard subgraphs with inoming heavy quarks (avor-
exitation graphs), suh as Q + g → Q + g. The heavy-quark masses are retained in the
hard subgraphs with expliit prodution of heavy quarks (avor-reation graphs), suh as
g + g → Q+ Q¯. As demonstrated in Ref. [28℄, appliation of the S-ACOT rules to the CSS
resummed ross setion eiently retains the dependene on the heavy-quark masses where
it is important, and drops it where it is not essential.
In prodution of heavy gauge bosons (Q ≫ mQ), the S-ACOT rules allow us to drop
the mQ dependene at qT ≫ mQ and keep the essential mQ dependene at qT . mQ. We
assume that the heavy quarks are pairwise produed in perturbative splittings of gluons.
We neglet possible, but yet experimentally unonrmed, nonperturbative intrinsi heavy-
quark ontributions to the proton wavefuntion [39℄. We neglet the mass dependene
entirely in the Y -term, as it is non-negligible only at qT ≫ mQ. In the W˜ -term, we drop
the mQ dependene in all avor-exitation hard subgraphs and keep it in all avor-reation
hard subgraphs. By this rule, mQ is dropped in the perturbative Sudakov form fator S and
the oeient funtions Ca/Q with the inoming heavy quarks, both of whih are desribed
by the avor-exitation Feynman graphs. We evaluate S up to O(α2s/π2) and Ca/Q up to
O(αs/π) by using their massless expressions.
We keep the mQ dependene in the gluon-initiated oeient funtions CQ/g, sine those
are omputed from the avor-reation Feynman graphs. The mass-dependent O(αs/π) o-
eient C(1)Q/g in CQ/g is given by [28℄
C(1)Q/g(x, b,mQ, µF ) = TRx(1− x) bmQK1(bmQ)
+P
(1)
q/g(x)
[
K0(bmQ)− θ(µF −mQ) ln
( µF
mQ
)]
, (6)
where P
(1)
q/g(x) = TR [x
2 + (1− x)2] is the q ← g splitting funtion, TR = 1/2, and K0(z) and
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: The b-dependent parton densities PQ/A(x, b,mQ) vs. the impat parameter b for (a) harm
quarks and (b) bottom quarks. The solid and dashed urves orrespond to the S-ACOT and massless
(ZM-VFN) fatorization shemes, respetively.
K1(z) are the modied Bessel funtions [40℄. The term proportional to the step funtion
θ(µF − mQ) is nonzero above the heavy-quark threshold (µF ≥ mQ), where the ollinear
logarithm P
(1)
q/g(x) ln (µF/mQ) is subtrated from C(1)Q/g(x, b,mQ, µF ) and absorbed into the
heavy-quark PDF fQ/A(x, µF ). The subtration is not performed below the heavy-quark
threshold, beause fQ/A(x, µF ) = 0 at µF < mQ. For bmQ ≪ 1, the gluon-initiated oe-
ient funtion redues to its massless expression,
lim
bmQ→0
C(1)Q/g(x, b,mQ, µF ) = TRx(1− x)− P (1)q/g(x) ln (µF b/b0) . (7)
Convolutions of the Wilson oeient funtions CQ/a(x, b,mQ, µF ) and kT -integrated
PDF's fa/A(x, µF ) are ombined into the b-dependent parton density PQ/A(x, b,mQ) a-
ording to Eq. (4). At an n-th order of αs, PQ/A(x, b,mQ) and its derivatives are ontinuous
in ln(b) up to order n, if omputed in the S-ACOT sheme. Here the order of PQ/A(x, b,mQ)
is determined by a formal ounting of powers of αs appearing both in the oeient fun-
tions and PDF's. In this ounting, the PDF fQ/A′(x, µF ) for perturbatively generated heavy
quarks is one order higher in αs than the light-parton PDF's.
At leading order (LO), the funtion PQ/A(x, b,mQ) is omposed of the heavy-quark-
initiated oeient funtion CQ/Q(x, b,mQ, µF ), evaluated at order α0s, and the gluon oef-
ient funtion CQ/g(x, b,mQ, µF ), evaluated at order αs/π:
PQ/A(x, b,mQ) =
(
C(0)Q/Q ⊗ fQ/A
)
(x, b,mQ, µF )
8
+
αs(µF )
π
(
C(1)Q/g ⊗ fg/A
)
(x, b,mQ, µF ) +O(α2s/π2). (8)
Here C(0)Q/Q(x, b,mQ, µF ) = δ(1 − x). The dependene of the leading-order (LO) parton
density PQ/A(x, b,mQ) on b is shown for the harm quarks in Fig. 1(a) and bottom quarks
in Fig. 1(b). The fatorization sale µF is set equal to b0/b to orretly resum the ollinear
logarithms in fQ/A(x, µF ) in the small-b limit (f. Eq. (5)). Together with the S-ACOT
preditions (solid lines), we show the ZM-VFN preditions (dashed lines).
As disussed above, the ZM-VFN parton density PQ/A(x, b,mQ) is not properly dened
below the threshold µF = mQ (or above b = b0/mQ). We formally dene the ZM-VFN den-
sity PQ/A(x, b,mQ) at b > b0/mQ aording to Eq. (8) by using massless Wilson oeient
funtions Cj/a(x, b,mQ = 0, µF ), as it was done in the previous resummation alulations.
Suh a denition provides just one of many possible ontinuations of the ZM-VFN oe-
ient funtions below the heavy-quark threshold, whih render dierent results in qT spae.
We indiate this ambiguity by enlosing ZM-VFN in quotes and plaing a question mark
by the dashed line in Fig. 1. At b > b0/mQ, the rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8)
vanishes (fQ/A(x, µF ) = 0), so that PQ/A(x, b,mQ) beomes equal to the seond term:
”ZM-VFN”, b > b0/mQ :
PQ/A(x, b,mQ = 0) = αs(µF )
π
(
C(1)Q/g ⊗ fg/A
)
(x, b,mQ = 0, µF ) +O(α2s/π2). (9)
The massless Q ← g oeient funtion CQ/g(x, b,mQ = 0, µF ) in Eq. (9) is given by Eq. (7).
As in the ZM-VFN sheme, the heavy-quark PDF fQ/A(x, µF ) vanishes below the heavy-
quark threshold in the S-ACOT sheme. However, the S-ACOT sheme properly preserves
the mass-dependent terms below the threshold as a part of the gluon-initiated oeient
funtion C(1)Q/g(x, b,mQ, µF ). The S-ACOT parton density PQ/A(x, b,mQ) is well-dened at
all b. It redues to the ZM-VFN result at b ≪ b0/mQ and is strongly suppressed at b ≫
b0/mQ by the modied Bessel funtions K0(bmQ) and K1(bmQ). The large-b suppression
is partiularly strong in the ase of the bottom quarks, where Pb/p(x, b,mb) is essentially
negligible at b > 1 GeV−1 (f. Fig. 1b). The suppression is aused by the deoupling of
the heavy quarks in the parton densities at µF muh smaller than mQ (b muh larger than
b0/mQ). This suppression is independent from the suppression of ontributions with b &
0.5−1 GeV−1 by the Sudakov exponential e−S(b,Q) (see Setion IID), and it does not depend
on Q. Consequently the impat of the nonperturbative ontributions from b & 1 GeV−1 is
redued in the heavy-quark hannels omparatively to the light-quark hannels.
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C. Nonperturbative ontributions
To gauge the eet of the nonperturbative ontributions on the form fator W˜ , we must
estimate the behavior of the Sudakov exponential e−S(b,Q) and b-dependent parton densities
Pj/A(x, b, {mQ}) at large b. Many studies have investigated the nonperturbative ontribu-
tions to the resummed form fator; see, e.g., Refs. [24, 26, 27, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49℄.
Here we opt to use a new parameterization of the nonperturbative omponent found in a
global analysis [50℄ of Drell-Yan pair and Z boson prodution. This parameterization is
obtained in the revised b∗ model [24, 51℄, with the free model parameters hosen as to
maximally preserve the exat form of the perturbative ontributions at b < 1 GeV−1 [50℄.
The b∗ model introdues a funtion b∗(b, bmax) ≡ b/
√
1 + b2/b2max and denes the re-
summed form fator W˜ as
W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) ≡ W˜pert (b∗(b, bmax), Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) e−FNP (b,Q) (10)
at all b, with W˜pert (b∗(b, bmax), Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) being the nite-order (perturbative) ap-
proximation to W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}). The higher-order orretions in αs and power-
suppressed terms proportional to positive powers of b are umulatively desribed by the
nonperturbative funtion FNP (b, Q), dened as
FNP (b, Q) ≡ − ln
(
W˜ (b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ})
W˜pert (b∗(b, bmax), Q, xA, xB, {mQ})
)
and found by tting to the data.
In aordane with Ref. [50℄, we hoose bmax = 1.5GeV
−1
. We also hoose the fatoriza-
tion sale µF in (C ⊗ f) (x, b, {mQ}, µF ) suh that it stays above the initial sale Q0 ∼ 1 GeV
for the PDF's fa/A(x, µF ). Speially, we dene µF ≡ b0/b∗(b, b0/Q0) = (Q20 + b20/b2)1/2,
so that µF is approximately equal to b0/b at b → 0 and asymptotially approahes Q0 at
b→∞.
The funtion FNP (b, Q) found in the t of Ref. [50℄ has the form
FNP (b, Q) ≡ b2 [0.201 + 0.184 ln (Q/(3.2 GeV))− 0.026 ln (100 xAxB)] . (11)
This parameterization has several advantages ompared to the previous nonperturbative
models. First, it minimizes modiations in W˜pert(b, Q, xA, xB, {mQ}) by the b∗ presription
in the small-b region, where perturbation theory is valid. Seond, Eq. (11) is in a good
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agreement with both the available qT data and theoretial expetations. FNP (b, Q) has a
quadrati form, FNP ∝ b2, and follows a nearly linear dependene on ln(Q), whih an be
seen in Eq. (11) if the small term −0.026 ln(100 xAxB) is negleted. The quadrati form
leads to Gaussian smearing by nonperturbative intrinsi-kT  eets: W˜ (b, Q) ∼ e−0.5〈k2T 〉b2 ,
with 〈k2T 〉 . 1 GeV2 in the observable Q range. Both the quadrati form and linear ln(Q)
dependene of FNP (b, Q) are suggested by the infrared renormalon analysis of the large-
b ontributions [52℄. The oeient a2 = 0.184 GeV
2
of the ln(Q) term (found in the
t) agrees well with its independent estimate 0.19+0.12−0.09 GeV
2
obtained within the renor-
malon analysis [53℄. The ln(Q) term arises from the Sudakov fator as a onsequene of the
renormalization-group invariane of the resummed form fator [51℄. It does not depend on
the quark avors, and it ontributes about 70% to the magnitude of FNP (b, Q) at Q ∼MZ .
Therefore, we expet the large avor-independent term 0.184 b2 ln(Q/3.2 GeV) to be also
present in the heavy-quark sattering hannels.
The other terms in Eq. (11) may in priniple depend on the avor of the partiipating
quarks. However, no obvious dependene on the quark avor or nuleon isospin was ob-
served in the global qT t to the Drell-Yan pair and Z boson prodution data [50℄, perhaps
beause these data are mostly sensitive to the sattering of light u and d quarks. Additional
nonperturbative ontributions may be present in the heavy-quark setor, espeially if the
intrinsi heavy-quark states [39℄ onstitute a non-negligible part of the proton's wavefun-
tion. In the lassial realization, the intrinsi heavy quarks ontribute at large momentum
frations (x→ 1), while the bulk of W and Z boson prodution happens at muh smaller x,
x = 10−3 − 10−1. Sine the existene of the intrinsi heavy quarks remains an open ques-
tion, we do not onsider them in this study. We therefore parametrize the nonperturbative
ontributions by Eq. (11), whih neglets the avor dependene. We vary the parameters of
FNP (b, Q) in the heavy-quark hannels in order to evaluate the unertainty in the physial
observables arising from this approximation.
D. An example of the b-spae form fator
Fig. 2 shows an example of the full resummed form fator b W˜ (b, Q) (f. Eq. (2))
in Z boson prodution via bb¯ annihilation in the Tevatron Run-2. The form fator is
omputed in the S-ACOT sheme at the leading-order (LO) and in the S-ACOT and
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Figure 2: The form fator b W˜ (b,Q) vs. the impat parameter b for bb¯ → Z0X in the Tevatron
Run-2. The solid, dashed, an dotted urves orrespond to the NLO S-ACOT, NLO ZM-VFN, and
LO S-ACOT alulations, respetively.
ZM-VFN shemes at the partial next-to-leading-order (NLO). The leading-order ZM-
VFN ontribution is omputed by using the formal denition of PQ/A(x, b,mQ = 0)
in Eq. (8). The NLO urves are obtained by adding the massless avor-exitation on-
tribution
(
C(1)Q/Q ⊗ fQ/A
)
(x, b,mQ = 0, µF ) of order O(αs/π) to the LO parton density
PQ/A(x, b,mQ) in Eq. (8). We do not inlude the O(α2s/π2) avor-reation ontribution(
C(2)Q/a ⊗ fa/A
)
(x, b,mQ, µF ), with a = q, g, needed to evaluate PQ/A(x, b, {mQ}) at the full
NLO auray. The partial NLO approximation results in a disontinuity of the derivative
dW˜ (b, Q)/d ln b at the bottom quark threshold, whih has little impat on our results. The
perturbative ontribution to the Sudakov fator S(b, Q) is evaluated up to order α2s/π2.
The nonperturbative terms are inluded aording to Eqs. (10) and (11), assuming avor
independene of FNP (b, Q). Furthermore, the CTEQ5HQ1 parton distributions [54℄ were
used.
Aording to the gure, the form fator b W˜ (b, Q) in bb¯ → Z exhibits a maximum at
b ≈ 0.07 GeV−1. Larger impat parameters are suppressed by the Sudakov exponential
e−S(b,Q) by an amount growing with Q, independently of the quark avor and fatorization
sheme. In the S-ACOT sheme, the form fator is also suppressed by the mQ deoupling
in PQ/A(x, b,mQ). Consequently the mass-dependent variations in b W˜ (b, Q) are more pro-
nouned in prodution of not too heavy bosons, suh as Z0, and in bottom quark hannels,
where they our at relatively small b ≈ 0.25 GeV−1 (f. Fig. 1).
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The ZM-VFN form fator underestimates the S-ACOT form fator in a wide range
of b, and it exhibits non-smooth behavior in the viinity of the bottom quark threshold.
The NLO S-ACOT and ZM-VFN form fators agree well at b < 0.05 GeV−1. The NLO
orretion to PQ/A(x, b,mQ) mainly ontributes at b ≈ 0.02−0.25 GeV−1, where it enhanes
the LO form fator. The NLO orretion is turned o at b > 0.25 GeV−1 by the ondition
fQ/A(x, µF ) = 0 for µF < mQ. It is also suppressed at b < 0.02 GeV
−1
by the small αs(b0/b).
The dierenes between the S-ACOT and ZM-VFN form fators seen at b ≈ b0/mQ will
aet the ross setions in qT spae at small and moderate transverse momenta.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the present setion we ompare the resummed qT distributions alulated in the massive
(S-ACOT) and massless (ZM-VFN) shemes, dened aording to Eq. (9). We examine
Drell-Yan prodution of W±, Z0, and Higgs bosons in the Tevatron Run-2 (the .m. energy
√
S = 1.96 TeV) and at the LHC (
√
S = 14 TeV). In the ase of W boson prodution, we
onsider the leptoni deay modeW → eν and disuss the impat of the dierent shemes on
the measurement of the W boson mass. We apply the resummation formalism desribed in
the previous setion. The numerial alulation was performed using the programs Legay
and ResBos [48, 55℄ with the CTEQ5HQ1 parton distribution funtions [54℄. We use the
parameterization (11) for the nonperturbative funtion FNP (b, Q), unless stated otherwise.
The W± and Z0 boson masses are assumed to be MW = 80.423 GeV and MZ = 91.187 GeV,
respetively. The heavy quark masses are taken to be mc = 1.3 GeV and mb = 4.5 GeV.
A. Partoni subproesses in W± and Z0 boson prodution
We rst ompare ontributions of various partoni subproesses to the total W± and Z0
prodution ross setions. These ontributions will be lassied aording to the types of
the quarks q and antiquarks q¯′ entering the qq¯′W or qq¯Z eletroweak vertex. At the Born
level, the ross setion for prodution of narrow-width W± and Z0 bosons in a qq¯′ partoni
hannel is approximately given by
σqq¯′ ≈ σ0 Lqq¯′(τ) gqq¯′ ,
13
W+
Subproesses ud¯ us¯ cd¯ cs¯ cb¯
Tevatron Run-2 90 2 1 7 0
LHC 74 4 1 21 0
W−
du¯ su¯ dc¯ sc¯ bc¯
90 2 1 7 0
67 2 3 28 0
Z0
uu¯ dd¯ ss¯ cc¯ bb¯
57 35 5 2 1
36 34 15 9 6
Table I: Partial ontributions σqq¯′/σtot of quark-antiquark annihilation subproesses to the total
Born ross setions in W± and Z0 boson prodution at the Tevatron and LHC (in perent).
where τ ≡ Q2/S, Q = MW (MZ) in W± (Z0) boson prodution,
Lqq¯′(τ) =
∫ 1
τ
dξ
ξ
[
fq/A(ξ, Q) fq¯′/B(
τ
ξ
, Q) + fq¯′/A(ξ, Q) fq/B(
τ
ξ
, Q)
]
(12)
is the parton luminosity in the qq¯′ hannel, gqq¯′ is the avor-dependent prefator, and σ0
inludes the remaining avor-independent terms [24℄. In W± boson prodution,
gqq¯′ = V
2
qq¯′, (13)
where Vqq¯′ is the appropriate CKM matrix entry. In Z
0
boson prodution,
gqq¯′ = δqq′
[
(1− 4 |eq| sin2 θw)2 + 1
]
, (14)
where eq = 2/3 or −1/3 is the quark eletri harge in units of the positron harge, and
θw is the weak mixing angle. The partial ross setions σqq¯′/σtot (where σtot ≡
∑
q,q¯′ σqq¯′)
in the dierent qq¯′ hannels are evaluated as Lqq¯′gqq¯′/
(∑
q,q¯′ Lqq¯′gqq¯′
)
and listed in Table I.
These values will be modied somewhat by the NLO radiative orretions inluded in the
following subsetions.
Aording to the Table, the ontributions of the heavy-quark hannels at the Tevatron are
small. In W boson prodution, only 8% of the ross setion involves heavy (harm) quarks,
while light quarks aount for 92%. In Z boson prodution, heavy quarks ontribute even
less, with only 3%. Due to the small frational ontribution of the heavy quarks at the
Tevatron, the dierenes between the massive and the massless alulations are negligible
given the expeted experimental unertainties.
The LHC probes smaller momentum values x, where the frational ontributions of the
initial harm and bottom quarks are muh larger. These hannels sum up to 22% inW+ bo-
son prodution, 31% in W− boson prodution, and 15% in Z0 boson prodution. Therefore,
the following disussion will onentrate on the LHC and only briey mention the Tevatron
proesses.
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Figure 3: dσ/dqT for cc¯, bb¯→ Z0 boson prodution at the LHC: (a) bb¯ hannel only, (b) ombined
cc¯ and bb¯ hannels. The solid (red) urve shows the distribution in the massive (S-ACOT) sheme.
The dashed (blak) urve shows the distribution in the massless (ZM-VFN) sheme, omputed
using the parametrization (11) of the nonperturbative funtion FNP (b,Q). The dot-dashed (blue)
line was alulated in the ZM-VFN sheme using an alternative parameterization [48℄ of the
nonperturbative funtion FNP (b,Q).
B. Z0 boson prodution at LHC
We rst examine the inuene of the harm and bottom quark masses on the resummed
Z0 boson ross setion at the LHC. Fig. 3 ompares the transverse momentum distribution
of Z0 boson prodution in the heavy-quark (cc¯ and bb¯) hannels at the LHC, alulated in
the S-ACOT and ZM-VFN shemes. Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution in the bb¯ hannel
only, where the eet is the largest due to the large b quark mass. In the approximate ZM-
VFN sheme (blak dashed line), the dσ/dqT distribution is shifted in the maximum region
at ∼ 13 GeV to larger transverse momenta by about 2 GeV. This reets the enhanement
of the form fator b W˜ (b, Q) at b ∼ b0/mb ≈ 0.25 GeV−1 in the S-ACOT sheme. The region
of large transverse momenta (qT & 25 GeV) is essentially sensitive only to small impat
parameters (b . 0.1GeV−1), where the S-ACOT and ZM-VFN form fators are very lose.
Consequently, the two shemes give very lose preditions in the large-qT region.
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The shift to the larger values of qT is similar in the cc¯ hannel, albeit smaller due to the
lower harm mass. Fig. 3(b) shows the ombined distribution in the cc¯ and bb¯ hannels. The
mass-indued shift of the peak of the qT distribution is muh smaller, but learly visible. One
should notie that the distribution of Fig. 3(b) peaks around 7.5 GeV, sine it is dominated
by the harm ontribution, whereas the bottom distribution peaks at 15 GeV (Fig. 3(a)).
The ombined eet, displayed in Fig. 3(b), is an enhanement of the rate in the peak region
of about 2.5%.
For omparison, the dot-dashed (blue) line shows the shift of the ZM-VFN qT dis-
tribution due to the hoie of a dierent parameterization for the nonperturbative fun-
tion FNP (b, Q) [48℄. The dierene between the dotted (blak) line and the dot-dashed (blue)
line provides a onservative estimate of the urrent experimental unertainty in FNP (b, Q).
The mass-indued eet is at least omparable to the other unertainties, when the cc¯ and bb¯
hannels are taken alone. However, these hannels annot be isolated from the light-quark
hannels in the single-partile inlusive observables. Aording to Table I, the heavy-quark
hannels ontribute about 15% to the total Z0 boson ross setion. If the light-quark avors
are inluded, the S-ACOT rate is enhaned in the maximum region by a small value of
∼ 0.3%, whih is beyond the experimental preision of the LHC.
C. W± boson prodution at LHC
W± boson prodution at the LHC is of partiular interest, as it will be utilized to measure
the W boson mass MW with high preision (tentatively less than 15 MeV). The W boson
mass an be extrated in the leptoni deay W → eν by tting the theoretial model for
dierent values of MW to kinematial Jaobian peaks, arising at M
eν
T ≈MW in the leptoni
transverse mass (MeνT ) distribution [56℄, and at p
e
T ∼ MW/2 ≈ 40 GeV in the eletron
peT spetrum.
The S-ACOT and ZM-VFN shemes yield essentially idential results for the MeνT dis-
tribution, suggesting that the error aused by the massless approximation is likely negligible
in the MeνT method. This onlusion follows from the low sensitivity of the M
eν
T distribution
to variations δqT in the bosoni qT distributions (suppressed by δq
2
T/M
2
W ≪ 1). However,
the peT distribution may be strongly aeted.
To better display perent-level hanges in dσ/dpeT assoiated with the eets of the heavy
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Figure 4: The frational hange in the distribution dσ/dpeT for pp → W−X → e−νeX at the
LHC: a) only partoni hannels ontaining heavy quarks (u¯b, c¯d, c¯s, c¯b→W−) are inluded; (b) all
hannels are inluded. The dashed (blak) line shows the relative dierene between the massless
(ZM-VFN) and S-ACOT ross setions. The dotted (green) and dot-dashed (blue) lines show the
relative hanges in the S-ACOT ross setion indued by variations of MW by ±30 MeV.
quarks, Fig. 4 shows the frational dierene
(
dσmod/dpeT
)
/
(
dσS−ACOT/dpeT
) − 1 of the
modied (e.g. ZM-VFN) ross setion and the standard (S-ACOT) ross setion. We
ompare the modiations due to the approximate massless ZM-VFN treatment to the
modiations due to expliit variations of MW in the S-ACOT result.
We rst examine the partoni prodution hannels with at least one c or b quark (or their
antipartiles) in the initial state. Fig. 4(a) shows the frational hange of the peT distribution
for these hannels in W− boson prodution. The solid red line shows the referene result,
alulated using the S-ACOT sheme with MW = 80.423 GeV. The dotted (green) and dot-
dashed (blue) lines show the variation of the S-ACOT peT distribution, if the W boson mass
is shifted by ±30 MeV. A small inrease of MW results in a positive shift of the Jaobian
peak (dotted green line), whih redues the ross setion at peT < MW/2 and inreases the
ross setion at peT > MW/2. Smaller values ofMW result in a shift in the opposite diretion.
The dashed blak urve is the ratio of the peT distributions alulated in the ZM-VFN
and S-ACOT shemes for MW = 80.423 GeV. In the heavy-quark hannels only (Fig. (4(a)),
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Figure 5: Rapidity distributions of W± bosons at the LHC. The solid (dot-dashed) line is the
distribution of the W+(W−) bosons in all hannels. The dashed (dotted) line is the distribution of
the W+(W−) bosons in the hannels that involve at least one initial-state c or b quark.
the ZM-VFN approximation shifts the Jaobian peak in the positive diretion. The size
of this eet is omparable to a shift in MW of about +35 MeV.
Fig. 4(a) is also representative ofW+ boson prodution at the LHC, beause the dominant
heavy-quark ontributions (cs¯→W+ and c¯s→W−) are harge-onjugated, and the parton
density funtions of c (s)-quarks and c¯ (s¯)-anti-quarks are almost idential. Hene, the rates
for W+ and W− boson prodution in heavy-quark sattering are very similar.
Fig. 4(b) shows the frational hange in the peT distribution for W
−
bosons, summed
over all possible partoni states. The total shift of the dierential ross setion due to the
ZM-VFN approximation is omparable with a positive MW shift of about 10 MeV. This
value is onsistent with the shift of 35 MeV in the c and b hannels, in view of the fat that
the c, b-hannels ontribute ∼ 30% to the total W− ross setion aording to Table I. The
qT shift is independent of the rapidity y of the W
−
boson, beause the rapidity distributions
of W− bosons have similar shapes in the heavy-quark and ombined hannels (see Fig. 5).
Consequently the mass-indued shift in the W− boson qT distribution is not aeted by the
rapidity uts.
We ontrast this result with W+ boson prodution, where the prole of the rapidity
distribution for the heavy-quark hannels diers from that for the ombined hannels. The
rapidity distribution of W+ bosons in all hannels (solid line in Fig. 5) has harateristi
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shoulders at y ≈ ±3. These shoulders are produed by ud¯, us¯ → W+ sattering, enhaned
at large momentum frations x by the valene u-quark distribution. The fration of c and
b hannels (dashed line) is the largest at entral rapidities, −1 < y < 1. In this region, c
and b ontribute ∼ 29% to the ross setion. The dierene between the ZM-VFN and
S-ACOT peT distributions is omparable here to a hange in MW of about 9 MeV. In the
full rapidity range, this dierene is omparable to δMW ≈ 6 MeV. If experimental uts
appropriate for the ATLAS experiment (|ye| < 2.5, peT > 25 GeV and ET/ > 25 GeV) are
applied, the dierene is omparable to δMW ≈ 7.5 MeV.
The presented estimates may be modied by additional nonperturbative ontributions
arising in the heavy-quark hannels, suh as those assoiated with the intrinsi heavy
quarks. Our model has negleted suh ontributions, in view that their magnitude is un-
ertain, and they are less likely to ontribute at the small x typial for W and Z boson
prodution. We assumed that the dominant nonperturbative ontribution at Q ∼ MZ
(≈ 70% of FNP (b, Q)) arises from Q dependene of the Sudakov fator, whih does not
depend on the quark avor (f. Setion IIC). The ZM-VFN and S-ACOT funtions dier
in b spae by several tens of perent in the threshold region (f. Figs. 1 and 2). The ex-
tra nonperturbative terms must ontribute at a omparable level to be non-negligible. We
onrmed this estimate numerially by repeating the analysis of the peT distributions for a
varied (resaled by a fator of two) funtion FNP (b, Q) in the heavy-quark hannels. The
resulting variation in peT distribution for the heavy-quark hannels, omparable with δMW
of a few tens MeV (???), is onsistent with the eet of the resaling of FNP (b, Q) in b spae,
of order of the dierene of the ZM-VFN and S-ACOT form fators W˜ (b, Q) in the large-b
region.
D. Z0 and W± boson prodution at the Tevatron
The dependene on the heavy-quark masses in W± and Z0 boson prodution at the
Tevatron follows nearly the same pattern as that at the LHC. In Z0 boson prodution via c
and b quark hannels at the Tevatron, the qT distribution in the ZM-VFN approximation is
shifted toward larger qT with respet to the S-ACOT distribution, in analogy to the similar
shift at the LHC (f. Fig. 3). The maximum of the qT distribution in the bb¯ hannel is shifted
by approximately 2.5 GeV if the masses of the quarks are negleted; this is slightly larger
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than the shift at the LHC. However, modiations in the qT distribution in the ombined
initial-state hannels are negligible, beause c and b sattering ontributes only 3% to the
total Z0 ross setion (f. Table I).
The analysis of W boson prodution at the Tevatron is less involved, given that the rates
for the proesses pp¯ → W+X and pp¯ → W−X are related by harge onjugation. The
eletron peT distributions in the c and b quark hannels at the Tevatron qualitatively follow
the pattern shown in Fig. 4(a) for the LHC. The dierene between the peT distributions
in the ZM-VFN and S-ACOT shemes at the Tevatron is omparable to the eet of a
MW inrease by 45 MeV (vs. 35 MeV at the LHC). The heavy-quark hannels ontribute
just 8% to the total W± ross setion at the Tevatron. Consequently the net MW shift in
all hannels (3 MeV in the peT method and 0 in the M
eν
T method) is tiny ompared to the
expeted experimental unertainty of ∼ 30− 40 MeV.
E. Higgs boson prodution
In light of our analysis of the bb¯→ Z0 hannel (Se. III B), we antiipate that prodution
of Higgs bosons H0 via bb¯ annihilation is also sensitive to the heavy-quark mass eets.
In the standard model, the gluon-gluon fusion proess gg → H0 is the dominant produ-
tion hannel for a wide range of Higgs boson masses at both the Tevatron and LHC (see,
e.g., [3, 4, 5℄ and referenes therein). Following the gluon-gluon fusion, the next most impor-
tant hannels at the Tevatron are assoiated WH0 and ZH0 prodution, and vetor boson
fusion. At the LHC, the next largest prodution modes are the eletroweak boson fusion
and Higgs-strahlung proesses. The proess bb¯ → H0 typially ontributes less than 1% of
the total prodution ross setion. In view of the urrent unertainty in the Higgs transverse
momentum distribution [57℄, eets due to the heavy quark mass in the bb¯ hannel will be
negligible in the standard model.
The question beomes more interesting in extensions of the standard model ontaining
two Higgs doublets, like the minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM), where the
Yukawa ouplings of the bottom quarks to the neutral Higgs bosons h0, H0 and A0 depend
on the supersymmetri parameter tan β. If tan β is large, the bottom Yukawa oupling
is strongly enhaned, while the top quark Yukawa oupling remains nearly onstant or is
suppressed (see Ref. [4℄). The bb¯ annihilation rate is omparable to the gluon-gluon fusion
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Figure 6: Transverse momentum distribution of on-shell Higgs bosons in the bb¯ → H0 hannel
at (a) the Tevatron and (b) LHC. The solid (red) lines show the qT distribution in the massive
(S-ACOT) sheme. The dashed (blak) lines show the distribution in the massless (ZM-VFN)
sheme.
rate for medium values of tanβ and an dominate the ross setion for tanβ & 30.
We implemented the heavy-quark mass eets in the resummation subroutine for bb¯→ H0
developed in an earlier study [58℄.
1
Fig. 6 displays dσ/dqT for bb¯→ H0 boson prodution at
(a) the Tevatron and (b) LHC. The Higgs boson mass is hosen to be MH = 120 GeV. The
supersymmetri bb¯−Higgs ouplings are obtained at leading order by resaling the standard
model oupling: gMSSM
bb¯{h0,H0,A0}
= {− sinα, cosα, sin β γ5}gSMbbH/cos β [59, 60℄. The net eet
of the bottom quark masses on qT distributions will be the same for both SM and MSSM
neutral Higgs bosons, up to an overall normalization onstant. For this reason, Fig. 6 does
not speify the overall normalization of qT distributions.
The S-ACOT and ZM-VFN distributions dσ/dqT are shown by the solid (red) and
dashed (blak) lines, respetively. A signiant shift of the distribution to larger values
of qT is seen in the ZM-VFN approximation. As in bb¯ → Z0 proess (Se. III B), the
enhanement of the qT distribution at small qT is aused by the enhanement in the S-
ACOT form fator b W˜ (b, Q) at intermediate and large b (b > 0.1GeV−1). At the Tevatron,
Fig. 6(a), the qT maximum shifts in the ZM-VFN approximation to larger qT by about
2 GeV out of 11.7 GeV (about 17%). For a Higgs mass MH = 200 GeV, the maximum of
1
We thank A. Belyaev and C.-P. Yuan for pointing out a typo in the Cq/q funtion in Ref. [58℄, whih does
not aet the results shown in this setion.
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Dierenes in dσ/dqT for bb¯→ H0 at the LHC
mH [GeV℄ 120 250 600
Position of the ZM-VFN
15.4 16.8 18.8
maximum [GeV℄ S-ACOT
14.1 15.8 18.2
Dierene in the positions [GeV℄
1.3 1.0 0.6
Table II: Positions of the maximum of the distribution dσ/dqT in bb¯→ H0 proess at the LHC in
the mass-dependent (S-ACOT) and massless (ZM-VFN) alulations, as well as the dierenes of
these positions.
dσ/dqT shifts by about 1.9 GeV out of 12.7 GeV.
The orresponding qT distributions for the LHC are shown in Fig. 6(b). The dierene
between the ZM-VFN and S-ACOT alulations is smaller ompared to the Tevatron,
beause the inuene of the region b > 0.1GeV−1 is redued at smaller momentum frations x
probed at the LHC [49℄. The maximum of the transverse momentum distribution shifts in
the ZM-VFN approximation by about 1.3 GeV (9% out of 14.1 GeV) to larger qT . The
results for two other Higgs masses (MH = 250 and 600 GeV) are summarized in Table II.
The full qT dependene of the bb¯→ H proess is aeted by additional fators, suh as the
onstraints on phase spae available for QCD radiation (less relevant at small qT ). The full
qT dependene is investigated elsewhere [61℄.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we make use of reent theoretial developments to estimate the
impat of heavy-quark masses mQ on transverse momentum (qT ) distributions in prodution
of W, Z, and Higgs bosons at the Tevatron and LHC. We note that the the zero-mass
(massless) variable avor number sheme is not onsistent in the heavy-quark hannels,
if qT is of order of the heavy-quark mass mQ. To properly assess the mQ dependene,
we perform resummation of the large logarithms ln(q2T/Q
2) in the Collins-Soper-Sterman
approah, formulated in a general variable avor number fatorization sheme (S-ACOT
sheme) to orretly resum the ollinear logarithms ln(µF/mQ).
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We ompare our onsistent treatment of the heavy-quark mass dependene with an ap-
proah based on the ZM-VFN sheme. The proper treatment of the heavy-quark masses
leads to an enhanement of the form fator W˜ (b, Q) at intermediate and large impat pa-
rameters, whih in turn inreases the transverse momentum distribution at small qT . In
Drell-Yan prodution of heavy bosons, the umulative eet in the S-ACOT sheme shifts
the peak of the dσ/dqT distribution to smaller values of qT . The mass eets are negligible
if qT is of order Q.
The mass dependene is magnied in subproesses dominated by sattering of initial-
state bottom quarks, as a onsequene of the larger b-quark mass. In the prodution of Z0
and light Higgs bosons via bb¯ annihilation at the LHC, the maximum of dσ/dqT shifts from
13.5 − 14 GeV in the S-ACOT sheme to ≈ 15 GeV in the ZM-VFN approximation. At
the Tevatron, the maximum shifts from ≈ 10 to 12 GeV. Our omputation is applied to
single-partile inlusive prodution, when no heavy quarks are observed in the nal state.
Sine the single-partile inlusive ross setions reeive ontributions from both the heavy-
quark hannels and intensive light-quark hannels, the mQ dependene is redued below the
experimental sensitivity in several ases, notably in W± and Z0 boson prodution at the
Tevatron, and Z0 boson prodution at the LHC. On the other hand, the signal from the
heavy-quark hannels may be enhaned by tagging one or two heavy quarks in the nal
state. In that ase, mass-dependent eets of a similar magnitude may be observed in some
regions of phase spae, e.g., at small qT of the boson-heavy quark system.
Sine the LHC plans to measure theW boson massMW to a high preision, we must fully
aount for all potential unertainties, inluding the heavy-quark mass eets. At the LHC,
the massless ZM-VFN approximation introdues a bias in the measurement of MW from
the transverse momentum distribution dσ/dpeT of the eletrons, omparable to a positive
MW shift by ∼ 10 MeV. In W+ boson prodution the bias is omparable to the MW shift of
9 MeV at entral rapidities of W bosons (| y | ≤ 1) and 6 MeV in the whole rapidity range.
These eets are not negligible in view of the desired preision of the MW measurement of
∼ 15 MeV.
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